‘ONLY a fast bowler could understand
the sheer adrenalin rush you get watching
a batsman flinch away from one of your
thunderbolts.’

— Rodney Hogg

SPEED THRILLS

Advance Information

By Rodney Hogg & Jon Anderson
Key Sales Points
•
•

•

•

The greatest collection of cricket fast bowlers celebrated in this fabulous book.
Authored by Rodney Hogg, former Test great and scary paceman himself, Speed Thrills includes interviews with Mitchell Johnson,
Allan Donald, Shoaib Akhtar, Dennis Lillee, Michael Holding, Shane Bond, Jeff Thomson, Wes Hall, Wasim Akram, Devon Malcolm,
Brett Lee and more.
Rodney Hogg will promote the book extensively on Australia’s highest rating sport radio station SEN, and co-author Jon Anderson
who writes for the Herald Sun will get extensive Newslimited coverage and also promote the book on his 3AW breakfast show with
Ross Stevenson.
Full colour and B&W pictures throughout – perfect gift for Father’s Day.

Description

Ever since Mitchell Johnson and his mighty moustache struck fear into the English Ashes team, the cricketing world has been
buzzing about fast bowling.
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Now, in what is shaping up to be one of the biggest sport books of 2015, fast-bowling legend Rodney Hogg and prominent News
Corp sports journalist Jon Anderson get up close with the greatest quicks in cricket history. In 17 extended interviews – from
Dennis Lillee to Malcolm Marshall, Wasim Akram to Allan Donald, and Brett Lee to Curtly Ambrose – Speed Thrills sets out to
trace the journeys and plot the psychology behind the most ferocious speedsters to have graced the world stage. Featuring neverbefore-heard stories and fabulous imagery throughout, this book will have all competitors ducking for cover.

About the Authors
Rodney Hogg announced himself as the blond, blue-eyed, aggressive and menacingly fast bowler who took 41 wickets for
World Series depleted Australia against England in the Ashes of 1978–79. The way he regularly beat Geoff Boycott for pace
thrilled Australia at a lean time. He now writes regularly for The New Daily and appears often as the cricket expert on radio
SEN.
Jon Anderson is a sports journalist with the Herald Sun newspaper, Fox Sports Australia and radio station 3AW. Anderson has
also written, co-written or edited books on Mark ‘Jacko’ Jackson, Gary Ablett Sr., Rodney Hogg and Brian Taylor.

Comparative Titles

Martin Hughes, Publisher at Affirm Press:
‘This unique book gets up close and personal with the
most legendary quicks of world cricket. Hoggy and Jon
Anderson have surpassed our highest expectations for this
book, both in the energy they’ve brought to the writing
and the humour and humility they’ve drawn from their
interviewees. Howzat!’

Martin Hughes created Affirm Press after an amazingly
satisfying stint as editor of The Big Issue magazine. He
had previously ‘worked’ for Lonely Planet as an author,
editor and photographer, travelling around the world
having awesome experiences. And then when others were
flocking to more secure industries, he decided to become
a book publisher. Despite the negativity that abounds,
he is possibly the most optimistic publisher in Australia
– through a combination of strategic thinking, simple
idealism and excited naivety.

Cricket As I See It
By Allan Border
Former Test captain Allan Border’s thoughts
on cricket sold 10,000 copies at Christmas
in 2014. In Speed Thrills test speedster
Rodney Hogg interviews the greats from his
fast bowling fraternity providing a lively and
engaging cricket book.

Line and Strength: The Complete Story
By Glenn McGrath with Daniel Lane
Selling over 40,000 copies, Glenn McGrath’s
autobiography demonstartes the huge market
for cricket fans and their love of fast bowlers.
Considering Speed Thrills contains 17 of
them, the potential is great!

For further information on this or any Affirm Press title, contact Keiran Rogers, Sales & Marketing Manager,
on 03 8695 9639 or email keiran.rogers@affirmpress.com.au

